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Rape: .An.Act
Of Violence
Part II
by Janice Pavlic
This week the University News covers Rape: An Act oj Violence with the second of a
three part series on rape. Part. II discusses marital rape, misogyny, and societal
symptoms oj rape, ,
HAT Is RAPE... andwhy does it
happen? There is no one
al)swert .; ,,It.<?~ev er,' ma,ny
theories and facts, combined,
support the overlapping causes
and effects of rape.
Among these, explanations is a theory
.whoseelefnents are referred to in a number
of instances, to varying degrees. According
to this philosophy, the acnonsorntstorr,
society, and learned behavior reflect
ll.tlsogylly, the belief that males have an
ingrained hatred
proponents of this
misogyny. " '
Rape is familiarly thought, of as the
assault of a victim by a stranger. Less.
known, types-of rape occur, though, and,
marital rape is one of them.
Pornography examples using themes oj violence against women. Photo by Brad Kurtz.
Marital' Rape Oregon at the time. A December 29, 1978issue of the Idaho Statesman reported that
Mrs. Rideout said "she was not allowed to
testify in more detail about the incident or
about .her husbands affairs with, other
women during their 'marriage, although her
sex life was discussed in the courtroom."
In the end, a jury composed of8 women
, and 4 men acquitted Rideout 'because "they
were not persuaded there was proof beyond'
a reasonable doubt that Rideout had raped
his wife," according to the article. The
jurors weren't permitted to charge him of a
lesser crime, like assault, under the judge's
order. . . '--....
After Rideout was acquitted Greta said,
"Now there is no law. It does not exist. I
told the truth; they could have taken it or
left it. They left it for sympathy upon
h·,,' ..,un.
The article said that jury was, reportedly
not able to accuse or labei ~ut a rapist.
Even if laws ille,galizing marital rape exist
they'are hard to enforce because it usually
.results in one person's word against the
other since witnesses are rare. ..
Thus, . jurys ,and societies are· left in Ii·
quandry if a suspected rape can't be proven
to have actually happened.
Telling extremes of battered wife
statistics and the frequency of rape in those
situations indicate that isis discernable in
many cases., "
IeAbout liS-or over400,ooo-:.rif all
battered wives; are forced by'.their
husbands to have sex as part of a beating or
asa sequel to it," claims Richard Gelles,
.sociologist at the University of Rhode
Island and .8i!torof Power, , Sex and
Violeneer The Case of Marital Rape,
written in 1976 .:
"If you include rape by intimidation--a .
"threat of violence-it wouldbe more like a
couple of million," ·said Gelles;
"Twelve percent of all women who have
been married have been raped by a
husband," ,sayi-n:n,:~Russellin her
forthcoming book Rn!)e 2lJ'1dMarriage.
,Conti~ued to JX1ge~• ,
&The Law
"Within marriages that are physically
abusive to the woman, rape usually occurs,
and the abused wife finds that there is little,
if any, recourse," writes Jennifer Baker
Fleming, author Of Stopping Wife Abuse.
The Idaho law passed in 1977 states that
a woman can prosecute her husband on a
rape charge provided one of the couple has
filed for legal separation or divorce; or if
they have been voluntarily separated for
180 days. ,
The 10 states that have' criminalized
marital rape are California, Connecticut,
Florida, .Iowa, Massachusetts.: Minnesota,
.Nebraska, New Hampshire, New York,
and Oregon. ,
The concept of marital rape is not
acceptable under the law in, most states,"
said Lenore Walker, psychologist, and
author. of The Battered Woman. She,
continued, "Most men feel that their wive's
sexual .availability is guaranteed by .the
marriage license.· Women who live .with
.men are also under the same misapprehen-
sion that their sexuality is barter for
, economic support."
Putting it in a historical' perspective,
Rouseau 'wrote inEmile that a woman must'
learn to "submit to injustice and to suffer
the .wrongs inflicted on by her husband
without complaint." .
The same attitudes exists in contem-
pOrary. Society asserts Bernard. Braxton,
author of Women, Sex and Race, who says
that Christian ethics have been interpreted
,.to mean, "Wives, obeyyourhusbandS-;"
, Rideout Case
The nationally publicized 1978 Rideout,
case was believed to be the first incident in '.
which a wife criminally- prosecuted .her
husband' on a rape charge while- they were
still living together. . . . .
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.'Ketffee Klatsch 3l Open Monday thru Friday: ~.7:3.0 a.rn. to 5:30p.m ..Saturday:
~ 9:00,a.m. to 5:30 p.rn.
. 41 - • ~ (closed Suo days) l
(f)'it'tS' ~ Coffees & Teas 2
• soUP ~ C cc 3• SALAD . ·nrru InO Ll\rSOTIG· SOUCtlOTIG ~,
• SA'-DWICHES 1/3 Expresso , block tea, smokey
• DEEI\ ~• WINE 2/3 foamed milk with a flavor .i.
• SODA sprinkle of chocolate.
Mon&lay· 1Ia"nclay ~
.~ to Close .. . CIlOISSMIS .2.••.
BIeJY La.... lICIndwlch QUICtlE @Sl\TIDWICtlrs S:::::;;:::"' 1 409 SouthBth street ~
..(8th StreetM:arketplace). .'.:2
. '<345-0452: -, 5
'GET A HEAD START
IN A NUCLEAR CAREER.
Thain for a career as a Nuclear Propulsion Officer in the Navy. The Navy
has the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world, and needs
advanced nuclear trained officers to maintain and operate it.
The graduate level training you'll receive in this program could
cost S30,OOO. As a Nuclear Propulsion Officer, you'll be rewarded with
increased responsibilities and promotion potential. .
QUALIFICATIONS: Age-19 to 27~2years old.
Education - Working towards lor have completed) BA or BS degree.
Citizenship - U.S. citizenship required.
Applications may be submitted after completion of sophomore
year in college. If you think nuclear propulsion is your future, then you
. know the Navy is the place to begin. Call the Naval Management
• Programs Office for more information.
!tj
800..547..6737 Toll Free.·
For Editorial
Candidate
Requirements,
Contact:
Publications Advisory Board
isseeking applicants for
the position of 1"
University -
News Editor.
100,:l'h n I anum
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IdU!1lall1 I
t eli t, .t
, 215 Main St. tI OPEN 7 am 'til 10 pm f
t Serving Breakfast & .Lunch ,
, Omelets Deli Sandwiches . ,
, E~gs & Bacon . Specialty Hamburgers ,
, French Toast t
, Ice Cream Sodast . . Beer & Wine .,
~~ ....... ~~ ........ ~~~ .....~.....-.
Deadline March 5. 1982
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Right"To Work:
Politicizing Bunker Hill's Plight
News-
Real
by Pacific
News Service
by Meg Fereday
The Idaho Legislature's tussles over
whether to enact a right to work law is
noting new ... in fact, there have been right ,
to work laws brought before Idaho
lawmakers as early as 1953. Inthose days,
right to work' was, viewed as pure
propaganda, as 'union-busting' legislation.
Right to 'work legislation would outlaw
employer-union agreements that require an
employee .to join or pay dues toa union
within a certain time after being hired.
Today, that 'union-busting' accusation
still rings out in the marble halls of the state'
capitol, as well as in the offices of union ,
workers. Meanwhile, right to work'
supporters cry for freedom of choice for all:
workers.
o This year, a right to work law has
surfaced again. However, a different
climate surrounded the bill this time. It
consists of two main elements: a
gubernatorial election year, combined with
some very sticky and emotional dealings
between unions and prospective buyers
involved in the attempted sale of Bunker
Hill. In that attempted sale, the
International Steel Workers of America
refused to sign an agreement with the
potential buyers. The buyers terms were
endorsed in an advisory vote by the local
union members.
TraditionallY, Republican and Demo-
cratic senators have voted against a right to
work bill, thereby defeating the proposal
each time it arose in the Senate. The reason
being' that while Democrats genuinely
oppose right to work legislation on grounds
of 'union-busting', Republicans would not
want to encourage alarge Democratic voter
turnout at the polls, as pointed out ~
Westerners Give
Watt Thumbs
Down
..,
Despite his much-heralded support of the
"Sagebrush Rebellion" in the western
states, it turns out Interior Sectretary James
Watt isn't too popular among westerners.
A survey by Arizona's Behavior Research
Center shows 56 percent of those living in
the Rocky Mountain states give the Interior
Secretary a negative rating, with anti-Watt '
sentiment running highest in Montana,
Nevada and his home state of Colorado.
Even those who say they like Watt claim
he's placing too much emphasis on
economic development of natural
resources, and only'28 percent of the
westerners surveyed favored relaxing
environmental standards.
The Behavior Research Center, which,
conducted the survey, said it's still too early
to determine whether Watt's lack of
popularity is hurting President Reagan. But
the survey did show that Watt's critics
included 37 percent of those who called
themselves strong Reagan supporters and
74 percent of.those who described
themselves as favorable or qualified
supporters of the President.
SUm Chance For
Accurate' Budget
Idaho Statesman political columnist, John
£::orlett. Corlett said that the Republicans
have traditionally feared, that Democrats
would turn out en masse in llh attempt to
defeat a right to work bill, while
additionally supporting Democratic, candi-
dates at the polls. '
-In the case of the 1982 elections, some
Republicans may be hoping that Evan's
veto of the right to work measure will
defeat the governor's bid for re-election, at
least according to a Right to Work
Committee spokesperson.
The Bunker Hill issue plays a large part
of that strategy; The Idaho Right to Work
Committee believes that right to work
legislation could have saved Bunker Hill,
and is counting on a negative reaction to
Evan's re-election beause of his right to
work veto.
After the veto, the right to work bill \
returned to the Senate and the House for a
two-thirds vote, which mandatory in order
to override the governor's veto. The
House succeeded in overriding the veto by a
vote of 46 to 21. The Senate defeated the
override attempt, voting 21 to 14 with two
dissenting votes by Senators Vern Brassey,
R-Boise, and Edith Miller-Klein, R-Boise.
The right to work override was three votes
for a two-thirds majority.
How pertinent is the Bunker Hill issue to
the right to work debate? A'-random
telephone poll, conducted by KTVB
February 6 to 8 in Ada County found that
out ofthe 283 people who were asked, "Do
you favor a right to work law for Idaho'?",
51 percent said they were in favor of the
law, ~ percent were opposed and 27
percent said they had no opinion on the
issue.'
The same number of people who were
asked, "00 you believe a right to work law I'"
could have saved Bunker Hill'?" Twenty-six
percent said yes, 28 percent said no, and 46
percent said they were not sure. A third
question, "Do you favor or oppose labor'
unions'?" was put to 256 people. Forty-six
percent said they were in favor, 54 percent
were opposed to them. The poll allowed for
a 7 percent margin .of error. '
Senator John Peavey, D-Car~y, said, "I
have strong suspicions that the Republicans
are trying to orchestrate a climate in which
the incumbent Democratic gubernatorial
candidate, (Gov. Evans) would lose the
election' based on his position on this
issue." Peavey said that, he has always
opposed right to work legislation.
Sen. Roger Fairchild,who opposed right
to work measures last year, changed his
vote to support this year's bill. He said that
many legislators did change their vote from
a "no" last year to "yes" this year because,
"Many legislators feel that unions have
.grown too powerful, so legislators voted
. for right to work in order to have unions
pay attention to 10C,alnee,ds. Maybe a right \
toworklaw.would give more local union
.control, " Fairchild said. Fairchild said
that a right to work law couldn't have
directly save Bunker Hill, but it could have
helped in an indirect way. "A right to work
law could have made local steel unions
more responsive to the needs of the
workers--butas far as helping Bunker Hill
in a direct way, that is pure political
prop.aganda. " .
ASBSU Rep-=...:ort=-=..:....-: _' _
Mixed Agenda For Senate
by Kevin Swain
Based on recent history, President
Reagan has only about a 30 percent chance
of being right with his 91.5 billion dollar
estimate of the 1983 budget deficit.
According to a study of the last 19
presidential budgets, deficits were
underestimated 12 times, outlays
underestimated 11 times and revenues
over-estimated 9 times. Ofthe years 1963
thru 1981, President Carter's team from the
Office of Management and Budget won
two dubious distinctions: highest revenue
overestimate--a 55 billion dollar shortfall in
fiscal 1978; and highest underestimate of
outlays--45billion dollars in fiscal 1980.
Some experts, however, believe the current
administration could top both records. ' ,
Senator Helen 'Holt submitted her
proposed Code of Ethics to the, ASBSU
Senate last Wednesday. The code sets
ethical guidelines for student leaders, and
contains' a provision stating that violators
of. the code may be subject to· judicial
review, and possible removal from office.
ASBSU presidentTony Lund objected to'Th W' Id the code. "This is probably the most vagueIs 'e or piece of legislation I've ever read," he said.. ' ' au Of Di 1 He attacked the measure for being open toRuntllng ,t ,' rt .' interpretation, and for creating a situation
in which a student leader could be
Forget the oil crisis--we're threatened prosecuted for unknowingly making a false
with a more serious problem: the world isrs statement.
running out of dirt. e experts say Holt replied that her intent in making the
over farming and spreading urbanization is.
stripping the globe of its valuable topsoil, code less specific, was to prevent just such
and the lack offertile cropland could cause an occurence, and that an honest mistake
widespread famine by the end of the would not be cause for a judicial hearing.
century. Lester Brown, head of the Holtalso.denied the code was an attempt to
Worldwatchlnstitute, a Washington think legislate morality.
tank, says the prospect of declining , ..Violators of this would be treated just
harvests could put the U.S., as the world's like anyother violation of the Code of
leading grain exporter, in the same position Conduct; open to interpretation and
, judicial review," she said.
as OPEC nations today. "If we don't Senator Robert Rounds said, that, while
destroy our cropland base," he says,'~it's he supported the philosophy of a code of
going to give us more leverage than any ethics. he was' opposed to the section
military system we could create." , mandating judicial review for violators.
Brown says the soil erosiol1 problem is
particularly acute in the Soviet Union, The senate also heard a 'report from
which had to import a fifthofits national ASBSU lobbyists Jay Sullivan and Rob
grain consumption this year. "They've had Irusta concerning the tuition billJn the
three bad years in a row," he says, "but my Idaho legislature. The bill; sponsored by
feeling is they're going to have a lotof bad Rep. Dan Kelly of Mountain Home, calls
years-eve» the good years are going-to be fora constitutional amendment permitting
bad." tuition charges for Idaho students.
Being the food supplier to a hungry Irusta urged the senate not to vote for
world won't be all that good for the U.S., any additional, fee increases because that
he goes on. Deciding who will eat and who, would undercut student arguments, against
will starve could be a no-win situarlon-,": the tuition bill, "If we tell the legisiature
because nobody will get as much as they students •can't ,'afford to pay any more
wl!nt. Den ver Post, Decelllber27. money, and then the Senate votes a fee
increase-it destroys the credibility of our
argument. ~'
In other business, the Senate tabled an
amendment that would" send financial
requests directly -to the Senate if the
Financial Advisory Board was unable to
meet within two weeks of receiving a
request.
The senate also approved the appoint-
ments of Beldon Ragsdale and Senator
Tom' Gwinn to the FAB. Gwinn was also
appointed to the Legislative Revision,
Academic Grievance, and Dean's Evalua-
tion committees.
At Monday's Senate caucus, Terry-Ann
Spitzer of the Health, Physical Education, .
and Recreation Department distributed a
resolution calling fora $3 fee increase to
fund next year's recreation program.
However, the Senate showed little
inclination to support the resolution.
"After listening to Rob (Irusta) speak in
the Senate meeting, Lthinkwe 'have the
money there to fund it now, and I think we
just need to get our budget set and whatever
we can give it, we'llgive it. We -need to
work with the money we have," said
Senator Don Baldwin.
, Irustaagreed, pointing out that earlier in
the day the House of Representatives had
defeated the tuition bill after students had
argued they couldn't afford an increase.
','I personally think-there should be a fee
increase, but, when' I rtalked twlth my-
constituents they were dead set against it. I
just thinkits'badtiriiing rightnow.vadded
Senator Robert Rounds,
Spitzerthen suggested the Senate explore
the possibility of a summer fee card and fee
for part-time student to help raise money."
The idea was supported by Senator Hden
Holt.. ,',
The Senate also heard from Jay Jester
who asked for endorsement for a petition
to give students a pass/no pass -option in
certain classes. A quorum was not present
when Jester made his request, but those in
attendance signed a statement of support
for the proposal which would give students
a pass/no pass option in classes outside
their major field and the University's core
requirements.
In a final item of business, the Senate
agreed to vote Wednesday on aproposal to
increase the service award of Associate
Justices serviQg on the Senate Judiciary.
T · ·. uition
Resolution
Fails
by TeresaZrazik
House Joint Resolution 13, the
resolution that would have amended the
Idaho Constitution to allow in-state tuition
died in a.44-23 vote before the House
Monday. Had the resolution passed; it
would have been placed on the ballot for,
I "general election in November.
ASBSU President Tony Lund, along
with Bob Irusta iand Jay Sullivan had
organized a rally against the bill, but with
'defeat of the resolution, the Tuesday rally
was cancelled.' 0
Although immediate concern over the
issue has been disseminated, with the
resolution defeat has a chance of surfacing
again next' year, considering economic
conditions. ' '
Lund said he felt the issue will remain
.alive but that he feels enough people (and
legislators) are concerned about the quality
of higher education .to fight 'for state
funding of education.
"We'll, continue our lobbying efforts in
the form .of memorandums to •legislative
members and a lobbying group to educate
the legislature about..the implications' of
in-state tuition," Lurid said. •
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Editorial:
Student Power PINP
A pass/no-pass option is about to
become a reality at Boise State. The current
pass/ fail system is limited to select classes
within certain departments. Implementing
the pass/no-pass system will allow a
student a choice to .continue with the
standard evaluative grading system or ,to
opt to take a pass/no-pass system, provided
that class was outside his or her'malor or
core requirements. _ '
This issue is unique, however, because
the policy change was initiated by and for
students, which signals that students' can
change their learning environment ifthey
become motivated to work toward justified
or legitimate change. ' ,
By bemoaning the assumption that we, as
students, are stuck with an inflexible educa-
tional system, we may be setting ourselves
up with a self-fulfllling prophecy created
by. our negativity or apathy reinforcing the
idea that 'w'e can't affect change.'
Of course it still is no bed of roses. The
student group that has been working for the
pass/no-pass option assumed the challenge
after they and their entire class (Economic
'Democracy: A Humanistic Perspective),
worked with the idea for several weeks. The
group worked through established channels
of the Student Senate, Faculty Senate and
Academic Standards Committee. That
meant that they had to get put on agendas,
draw up resolutions, compose petitions, get
signatures to present to the proper
governing 01' advisory bodies, and spend
much time researching and doing the
footwork to get the ball rolling.
Hardwork with a legitimate and exciting
incentive: students can affect change. You
can affect change. JP
A Funny Thing
A funny thing happened on the way to
the Treasurer's Office---
After a candidate orientation meeting
last week, I wanted to approach the ASB
Treasurer to get a copy of the ASBSU
budget, when I found him in his office with
his campaign personnel discussing cam-
paign literature. I waited ouside his door
for a few minutes thinking' maybe they
would soon be finished and I could get
what I needed to have and leave. However,
after realizing how long it can take to
discuss campaign strategy, I decided to
.leave and come back another time when he
.was acting as 'treasurer.
After' leaving, I thought to myself, if
Tracy Lefteroff is misusing (abusing??) the
office of Treasurer by using his
student-provided office as campaign
headquarters--what would he do if elected
to a higher office??? '
David Barron
Endorsement?
This letter is to announce my formal
endorsement of the candidates of thePail
and Shovel party members running for
ASB president, Mayor, Treasurer, and
Senators. I endorse them for the following
reasons:
1. They were arrested and convicted on
charges of lewd and lascivious conduct with
small animals.
2. Their stated wiIlingness to accept
bribes and kickbacks which will make for a
more effective and efficient student
government.
3. They were the original purveyers Of
Herpes Hin the Boise Valley.
4. They back measures that prohibit the
development of Neutron bombs within 50
feet of University buildings. ,
5., Their campaign pledge to resign if
elected and redistribute all student funds.
All in all, I think it would be difficult to
find a better group of students whobetter
represent the qualities of sloth, greed,'
drunkedness and cowardess. For all of the
above reasons, I duly cast my vote for the
candidates of the Pail and Shovel party.
Larry Purviance
Praxis
Inside, out
byC.H Lindblom
" Help Wanted: Exp~n.encedBureaucr.!lt"
make money on my own," I pleaded, "you
know good 'ole entrepeneurship."
"I'm sorry but we, don't have an
entrepeneurship major," the dean calmly
replied.
"But how about just a class, just one
class."
"Well there's management classes."
"What do they teach?"
"Urn, I think how to function within a
corporation, with management chains and
so on, should be very interesti ng. "
",I see, but isn't that in a larger business
setting?"
"Yes it is, where else could you find a
job?" '
"See I want to run my own business, be
my own boss, you know, sole-proprietor-
ship?"
"Oh I see, we have classes in
accounting and finance." ,
"Great, what are they aboUt?" ,"
"BasicaIly how to maximize shareholders
wealth and minimize tax liabilities, very
exciting stuff there!" ,
"But what about my own business, that's
still working for someone else!"
"Well we do have one class in small'
business administration. but I believe that
being removed this semester."
"But why?"
"We couldn't find anyone who, knew
enough about it to teach it!"
I couldn't believe what was happening!
So I left the dean's office and shuffled
down the hall. Then it hit me. I realized
what was really happening.
I was heading into a curriculum that was
Ichurning out bureaucrats by the dozen.It d
-didn't matter for whom either. As one
business writer put it, we'd be fit to work
the Russian Embassy or Exxon-it,wouldn't
make any difference. Any bureaucracy will ./
do, thank you. , '
I could see, it now "Help Wanted:
Experienced Bureaucrat Needed Im-
mediately. Qualifications: Knowledge of
and working experience in Employee
"Control, Organizational Charting, .Tax
Avoidance and Golf." Or worse yet "Vote
for Bob Smith, the', experienced bureau-
crat", and then a long list of virtually
unrelated job titles with only the
bureaucratic common denominator. Gasp!
r I rushed back into the dean's office and
Imade him spill his coffee just before I cried
I "but all I want is toIearn now to make
'I' money on my own!" .
"I'm sorry we don't teach that here," he
l.'said. " '
The Innocent Bystander
A Friendly Missile
By' Arthur Hoppe
.Your friendly arms merchant, McDonnell Douglas, has bought a two-page color spread in
Newsweek to advertise the advantages of owning its Tomahawk Cruise Missile.
"A Missile For All Seasons," says the headline. And under a photograph of one of these
flying nuclear bombs in mid-air is the legend in bold type: "Neither snow nor rain, no, nolo
leaves, nor gloom of night stays cruise missiles from the swift completion of their appointed
round"
You may wonder why McDonnell Douglas went to all this trouble. I hope so. For I have
in my hand a document which purports to be "Secret Minutes--McD. D. Sales Div."
Excerpts follow:
•••
Meeting opened 2:08 pm, Research Director Shinvey reported serious erosion in public
acceptance of Cruise missile. Said in-depth survey of 1342 scientifically selected consumers
listed 48 products and asked question, "Which of the above would you like most for your
birthday?" Said only three respondents chose Cruise missile. "
Sales Director Mulcahey said no cause to panic, but we face a major competitive sales
drive from the MX and there is always the threat of Japanese imports., " '
Threat of Japanese imports created panic. Mulcahey, pounding on table for order, moved
we meet threat by offering $40,000 rebate on every model. Motion referred, to committee.
Design Director Horgarth said not his fault. Admitted under questioning by Shinvey that
tail fins projected outmoded styling but insisted they were aerodynamically necessary.
Advertising Manager Frenker said entire problem centered on Cruise missile not having
"endearing image." Moved we launch massive advertising and public relations campaign to
"convince America to take the Cruise missile to its-heart;"
Horgarth seconded. Said enthusiastically we should paint smile on nose of each missile
and the slogan "Have a Nice Day" in large letters outside bomb compartment. Suggestion
referred to committee. '
"Frenker said must analyze "what we have here." Said what we have here is a delivery
system. Asked what is "the friendliest, best-liked delivery system in the whole world?"
Much head scratching. Mulcahey said, "United Parcel?" Shinvey said, "Pa Strami's
Pizza Parlor?" Laughter. Frenker said, "No, your friendly,beloved, neighborhood
mailman!" • ,-
Mulcahey said he didn't, get the point. Frenker said everybody 'likes the mailman.
Everybody perks up when they see the mailman" Everybody welcomes the - mailman.
Everybody can't wait to see what the mailman will bring them. Said perfect image for a
Cruise missile.
Mulcahey said he didn't like the idea. Frenker said we could base campaign on Post
Office's motto: "Neither snow, nor rain, nor heat, nor gloom of night stays these couriers
from the swift completion of their appointed rounds."
Applause. Shinvey said campaign should be launched in Newsweek. Said marketing
surveys indicated twice as inany Newsweek readers interested in purchase of Cruise missiles
than readers of People, Vogue and Mad Magazine corribined. .'
Horgarth moved question. Motion carried 10·1, Mulcahey voting no. Mulcahey said,
"Okay, but we're going to look pretty silly the first time a dog bites one."
Meeting adjourned. .
•••
Personally, I suppose McDonnell Douglasknows what it'sdoing, basing its advertis!ng
, campaign for its Cruise missile on the motto of the U.S. Postal Service-the one institutIOn
constantly excoriated for-delaying, aborting, misdirecting or simply losing its missives.
I assume when World War III breaks out our Cruise missiles win soarforth addressed:
"Occupant." We can only pray they don't come back stamped: "Return to Sender."
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Publications Advisory. Board
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the po~ition .Of~,.
University ~
.News Editor.
For Editorial
Candidate.
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TRAI.NING: Training.p.ograrns !lffering early managerial and
technical responsibilities. Immediate opening'ln aviation management. .
PILOTS • NAVIGATORS • SYSTEMS.OPERATORS
QUA.LIF~CATIO~S: Minimum BS/BA degree (summer graduates'
may ,mqUl,re). ~pphcants must be no.more than~9 years old. Relocation
required. Applicants must pass aptitude and physical examinations
and qualify for security clearance. U.S: citlzeriship.required.
BENJ!:FITS: Excellent package includes 30 da~s' ellrne.d 'annulIl
vacation: Medical/dental/low cost life insurance coverage and other
tax-free mcen~lves. Depend.ents· benefits available. Extensive training
program provided. Promotion program included. . .' ,,' .
PROCEDURE: Send a resume to, or call:J\'a\laiManag~nientPtograms:·:
Rm 407, 4696 Overland Rd., Boise, .m. 83705.
800.547-6737 ToWFree
The Student Activities 6ttice is pleased to announce
they are accepijng applicaOOns for the posiijon of:
Student ~rdinator
of the
National. Student Exchange Program
QIJALIFICATIONS
Must bea full:ijm~ student with Junior or senior standing
2.5 or above GPA
ImiPONSIBILl'l'IfS
Inmates all NSE publicity on campus
Counsels exchange students' .
Conducts informative meetings for NSE applicants
Answers all NSE correspondence
Conducts all day-to-day ooeratoos
APPOINTMENT
12·ri1onth appointment
$125.00 per month
15·20 hours required per week
APPLICATIONS
Apply at the Office of Student Activities, 2nd floor of the
Student Union, 385-1223. Deadline for consideration of
poseon is HN«H 1" '1981-
1STANNIVERSARY SALE
Savings Like
You've' '
Never Seen
35% OFF.
ALL INSTRUMENTS
Fender, Guild,
Ovation, Dobro, Martin
Yamaha, Stelling
Ibanez, Applause
20% OFFALL BOOKS
25% OFF ALL AMPS
485 MAIN'ST. BOISE
342-6282
MODELS WANTED -LADIES ONLY
Various types o.f models needed for
photographers stock agency fHe.
NO EXPERIENCENECESSARYGOpDPAY
Boise Area work Fitsschoolsch~duling
Fordetails write: FREELANCEPHOTOS
POBoX' 2699 Idaho Falls, Idaho.83401
,1(11:1,.')\'11 I':lllllifl
t '11:111:.l)uhlh ..:;l1'itH" '\Ih i'll! \
BllOl1d
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Horcc. hlal"\ ~ni~~
ACROSS FROM
'BSU
EVENT UPDATE:
A.II College· Dance
at St. Paul's Student
Center Friday, Feb. 26
8:00 pm· 12:00 pm
Refreshments 8. a' Keg
(one time charge for
-beer ). COST $1.00 .
* 8 TOKENS FOR $1 * TROPHIES *
* WEEKLY TOURNAMENTS '*
'* FRIDAY NIGHT GAMES *
* WEEKNIGHT SPECIALS'*
* AFTER SCHOOL FUN *
AD GOOD FOR 3 FREETOKENS
LIMIT 1 PERCUSTOMER EXPIRES31382
weddlngs begin at
1/4 carat
Diamond
14kt gold
wedding
and
engagement
ring
540000
15%off all wedding and
engagement rings purchased before
June 30th!
Hoff Building • 343-3172
Tired. of T.ll00.9
, SO.AreWe.'
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'.o•••••••
••••••••••••.~Budset'rapes&Records· ' ' ':..' . .
~ 12l2BroodWay, Boise
~. Open M-F,1l-9Sat.,11-7Sun., 1-6
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Rape: Part II
Gloria Steinem said, "Erotica is about
sexuality, but pornography is about power
and sex-as-weapon-In' the same way we
have come to understand that rape is about
violence, and not really about sex at all," in
her "Erotica and Pornography, A Clear
and Present Difference," in the November
1978 Ms.
Sexual violence in the entertainment
industry extends beyond snuff films to hard
core pornography which often depicts more
violent or sado-masochistic themes.
Pornography may'appearto be directed at
a select minority. rather than' the snuff film
moviegoers, but the theme is still violence
toward women. '
Pornography is also an extremely
lucrative business. The September/October
1980 issue of The Humanist reported that
"According to the California Department
of Justice, pornography inthis nation is a
$4 billion a year business, outselling. the
combined sales of the movie and record
industry ... and the combined circulation of
the porn magazines is 16 million monthly
copies."
Perhaps it is easier 'to take a
middle-of-the-road approach to porn if you
are rarely confronted with it. Assumptions
about what porn i~ can be based on
The Rol1ing Stories are under attack by ignorance and therefore inaccurate. Having
many women's groups includingl'hiladel- porn described to you instead of seeing it,
phia Women Insist on Safe Transit (FIST) hearirig it or reading it can dilute its effect.
and Women Against Violence Against "When women talk about porn, it is
Women (WAVAW). important that we show it for what it is,
Fighting against the Stories,' the. groups how really raunchy things are, because men
have on one occasion, distributedaI!ti-rape and boys are reading it, and we think that it
and anti-sexual abuse literature ataRolling is an incitement to rape," writes Sarah J.
Stonescoricert, according to the rtewspa- McCarthy in- her article "Pornography;
per, off our backs. Rape, and,the Cult of Macho" in the
FIST and WAVAW were seeking to September/October 1980 issue of The
educate people about "the Stones' Humanist.
.glamorization of violence against women. " Anti-porn groups believe that pornogra-
They attacked the Stones' ad campaign for phy produces aggressive or violent
a record which said, "I'm' black and blue tendencies against women .'and therefore
forthe'Rolling Stones, and I love it." should norbe allowed.
The familiar melodies ofthe Stones' have McCarthy continued, "Researchers
lyrics that promote sex' abuse, according to Feschbach of UCLA' and Malamuth of
the women's groups. Manitoba reported that 51 percent of the
They cited the popular "Brown Sugar" men they interviewed after watching violent
as racist. and violent. It reads, in part: pornography said there wI! at least' some
.,Hear him whip the women just 'around possibility they ..would commit rape if
midnight/Brown Sugar you dance so assured they would nct be caught."
good/Brown Sugar, just like a Black girl The. theory that porn spurs the
should .. ; '.. . .... . .... ." . imagination to act .Dut ;the portrayed
o("UnderMy Thumb'\.whichreads: behavior has gained ground with anti-porn,
','Under my thumb there's a squirming groups, too, . .
• Cominuedtron) cover
One reason marital rape is under-report-
ed is because inmost states it's not illegal.
There aremany psycho-social factors that
contribute to the epidemical lack of
recognition, but the fact that it's not illegal
reinforces the idea that it is okay -. '
What then, might .make. forcible sex
within a marriage rape?:
Webster's Dictionary defines rape as
"the crime of having sexual intercourse
with a woman or girl forcibly and without "
her consent." If this is the case sliouldn't
forcible sex within marriage be 'illegal?
In 1906 WiiIiamGraham Sumner ,a
professor-of politics and social science at
Yale said, "Woman bears an unequal share
of the responsibilities and duties of sex and
.reproduction just as certainly and just. as
man bears an unequal .share of" the
responsibilities and duties of property, war
and politics.
No matter how unethical or immoral
marital rape maybe, it is legally and
Societally endorsed or' condoned, through
the lack of laws criminalizing it.
"Exempting marital rape from the
criminal law amounts to declaration by the
state that woman's place is where Sumner
said it 'was in 1906, declared Aryeh Neier,
visiting professor of law at New York
University.
Society, in general,helps to perpetuate
marital rape' by remaining responsive to it.
Societal Symptoms
, i
I
Many mixed messages are confronted or
ignored as traditional and non-traditional
sex roles collide and evolve. Just as the
feminist movement has had an effect on
social values, supporters of traditional
values strive to defend those values that
they now think are potentially threatened.
The traditional male sex role and the
"men's liberation movement are faced with
similar turmoil or challenge."
The supposition that misogyny exists can
be better understood if one considers
sexism in pornography, violent movies,
religion and history.
A wide array of subjects that are now
under' fire because of a possible causal
relationship between them and rape.
"Violence against women is promoted in
pornography as a terrific prelude to sex,"
posits Jennifer Baker Fleming, She
continues, "Sado-masochistic behavior
seems to be encouraged or at least
condoned by such popular magazines as
Playboy and Viva, and not discouraged by
society as a whole."
Barbara Cooper of aDomestic Violence
Projectin Ann Arbor, Michigan relates in
Fleming's book, 'StoppingWife Abuse, "A
man's use of force against a woman is often
glorified in popular fiction and in the
media."
Cooper says that the reality of violence
toward. women grossly contrasts the
glorified images projected by the media,
with' actual; cases' "in which 'discipline'
turns bloody, resulting in aborted
pregnancies, broken bones, dis figuration
and even death." .
Yet the media's unrealisticdepiction of
violance in pornography continues the
myths and doesn't confront the brutality.
I.,
Brutality Chic
,'~j
dog/who's just had her day/Under my
thumbthere'sa girilwho's just changed her
way/It's downtcnievwhore/Theway she
talks when she's spoken to/a change has
come/she's .spoken to/she's. under , my
thumb/say its all right/it's all right, .baby.
"~'The Rolling stories are making millions
of'dollars singing songs' about women as
willing victims and objects to be tamed,"
wrote Rebbecca Clay in the February'1982
iissue of off our backs;
Cinellla-.& Snuff'
, A snuff'filmis it movie that "features
brutal attacks on' young women," wrote
film critic Gene Siskel in hiscommentaryin
ThePubfic Eye..' .'
"Such films are:deslgned to exploit the.
fears of women as well as any' sadistic
impulses of the male audiences," he,
continues. -'
Siskel says that "the women who are
raped in these films typically are portrayed
as independent or overtly sexual. To the
degree that all movies tend to argue in favor
'of the behavior they present, the underlying
message of these films is that today's
liberated woman will be and should be
punished."
"The best argument for censorship
would be that these films are accessories to
the burgeoning crime of rape: The most
permanent damage that can-be assessed, is
the ability to shape the public's attitude
toward attacks on women as some sort of
sport," Siskel said.
"And that is happening week after week
in theaters across the United States. A
plague is indeed upon the lands," cries
Siskel.
The films Siskel refers to are "I Spit on
Your Grave," "When a Stranger Calls,"
"He Knows You're Alone," "Halloween,"
"Dressed to Kill," and any that have
similar plots.
Siskel attributes the immense popularity
of the films to excitement and cheap thrills
for audiences and to the amounts of money
that can be made, and a reaction to the
women's movement for film makers.'
Porn
. UNIVERSITY NEWS;e·FE/J.24-MAR. 2
In Steinern's May. 1980 article in Ms. she
relates, "Since Deep Throat, a whole new
,genre of . pornography has developed .
Added to-the familiar varieties.of rape,
there is" now an ambition to rape. the
throat,". ' .,'
. A move to show the relationship between
real-life anda manufactured representation
of real-life via media is one goal: of porn
opponents. To them the division becomes
less and less the more people identify with
and learn from the media forms they
associate with. '.
The President's Commission oil Obsceni-
ty and Pornography reported that a "recent
survey showed that.41 percent of American
males and 46 perceiltofAmericaiifemales .
believe that sexual materials lea~;'p,e6ple to '
lose respect for women," . ' ' ,
However, Susan Brownmiller in' her'
book, Against Our Will, said that the
majority report of the commission "triedto
pooh-pooh the opinion of law enforcement
agencies around' the country that claimed
their own concrete experience with offen-
ders who were caught with the stuff
(pornography) led them to conclude that
pornographic material is a causative factor
in crimes of sexual violence,"
Chicanos being systematically beaten and
tortured, and we would quickly protest; ..
but we say nothing when the same .activity
goes on with women as the victims." "
.Rape & Religion'
The story of Adam and Eve placed the
'blame on women for bringing sin into the
world.
"Then male theologians idealized the
figure of Mary in a .sexless, projection of
masculine vanities and, weaknesses .because
ofihe male's unhealthy, attitudes. about
women and sex," asserts Bernard Braxton
in his book, Wometi.Sex and Race:
,The- theory that '.. Christianity is
patrlarchal or male-dominated isnot a new,
concept- The following illustrates .a severe
or. bitter view of the effects.ofreligion On
rape as espoused by Sarah J. McCarthy in
the September/October \980 issue of The
Humanist.
She said, "As wel\ as the condoned
.red-blooded-American-boy rapes; there-are
those that can be quietly placed on the
doorstep of patriarchal religion.
Dread of women grows easily in men
who have been taught by puritanical
religions that sex is sinful, who must be
forever on guard against .modern-day
temptresses, the daughters .of Eve and
Salome, Bathsheba and Delilah, who are
about to rob them of their morr''ity, their
strength, their garden.
For they are all there in the Bible-Sarah,
Anne, and Mary-divided like the sheep and
the goats into good and bad .women,
forever categorized as Madonnas or
whores. The lucky whores who were
forgiven were pehnitted to wash their
master's feet with their hair,"
Theologian Mary Daly, along with 50
other' female theologians .in the' United
States decry the need for a reinterpretation
of the Bible that gives females equal
footing, one that is not' permeated with
sexism and misogyny.
Conditioned. Response?
"Moral factors caribe shunted aside with
-relative ease by a calculated restructuring of
the informational and social' field," claims
Yale psychologist Stanley Milgram in his
book Obedience toAuthority.
This 'you are a product of your
environment' theory is taken to heart by
anti-rape, anti-porn, anti-violence against
women groups. And it may not be too far
off base according to a current trend that
has only recently been recognized.
A new form of calculated violence is
aimed at women who are not viewed as
people, but as symbols of a social class:
successful, educated, middle- and upper-
ciass women.
In the March 1982 issue. of Savvy,
Michael Mal\owe related in his article,
"Lady Killers," "Psychiatrists like Dr.
Robert Seidenberg, a .psychiatrist in
Syracuse, New York and homicide
investigators like Detective Michael'
Chitwood of the Philadelphia police
department agree that the attacker can't
hope to relate to his victims on their
level--or on any level other than a
pornographic one."
Woman As Property
"Often like slaves, they have been
regarded as men's property, to be bought
and sold, punished 'and raped, traded or
married off in political al\egiances," writes
Tavris and Offir. .
They continue .rhat Susan" Brownrniller ,
argues in Against Our Will (1975) that rape
is "much less a sexual act than an act of
power and dominance, an assertion ot
A strOng argument has, been built
asserting that movies, books, music, .and
magazines. that promote misogyny have an
effect on the amount and degree of sexual
violence that occurs in real-life. .
Practical' 'solutions are needed when
controversy arises; The idea of censorship
of pornographic movies is broached by
Michael Betzhold who wrote "How
Pornography Shackles Men' and Oppresses
Women,'~ ·Of censorship Betzhold said,
"We may fear being accused of harboring
vestiges of Puritanism, ofbeing anti-sex.or
'unliberated,' We may fear being aligned
with rignhwingers. Probably we are most
immobilized. by a libertarian·· confusion.
The rallying cry of porn dealers is' freedom
offree speech and the press." '.
". "Yet, we would be appalled U' movies
showed Blacks being lynched. qrcastrated,
man's. control over his property-~or his
neighbor's property."
A thread of misogyny has oppressed
women throughout the past and into the
present, according to some theoreticians.
The final irony is that the media serves as
a tool to continue exploitation in their
coverage of rape. Sensational, dramatized
versions of rape continue the victimization
of women just as snuff films and
pornography do, only in a· different
medium and to different degrees.
Regarding all these soCietal symptoms at
once produces startling ,links that' makes
one deduce a causaliiybetween society's
moresaiid rape. ..,
..Next, week Rape:.'AnAct ,o!Violence
Part111,the last of a three part series will .
explore what states; cities, and c;itizellscan,
doabou(rape .
Grapplers Look To Regain Title
1971. Since then, the grapplers have
amassed "3 individual championships, and
Young was named "Coach of the Year"
seven times since 1974 and 1980.
This year, the Broncos have been plagued
bya flurry of problems, particuarly
injuries.
The BSU team is slightly under .500 in
dual meets, but because the closeness of all
of their matches, they have proven to bea
respectable team.
"We could have easily been 9-1 or to-O,
but early season injuries really hurt us,"
Young said.
Injuries that Young was referring to were
the permanent losses of defending Big Sky
Champion James Williams and Dan
Dicandi. Homer Lord, was also injured in
the early going, but has wrestled the last
three dual matches and appears ready for
the BSU Champsionships.
Young said that BSU had forfeited their
118-pound weight class all season until the
acquisition of Gary Nelson.
Although the freshman has not won a
match in three attempts, Young sees good
things in the future for the young prospect.
Between 1974 and 1980, the Boise State
University grapplers dominated the Big Sky
Conference in wrestling, winning the
team-trophy seven consecutive years. Last
year, BSU's streak was broken by Weber
State, but this Saturday, the Broncos will
have a chance to start the streak all over.
BSU will compete with five other Big Sky
schools Feb. 27 at Idaho State University's
Reed Gym at lOam.
Sporting an unblemished 10-0 Division II
record, the Boise State University women's
. gymnastics team faces one more opponent
this Saturday, before hosting the NCWSA-
Division II Regional Gymnastic champion- ,
ships in Bronco Gym March 12-13.· '
Head coach Jackie Carringer's tumblers
will compete against Montana State Feb. 27
in Bronco Gym at noon.
Carringer has been head coach of the
Bronco squad since last season when they
captured their third consecutive Regional
Champsionship and placed ninth in the ,
AlA W National Meet.
Last Friday; the Broncos extended their
overall season mark to 14-8, when they
finished second' to Utah State in a
quadrangular meet held in Bronco Gym.
Utah State won the meet with 141.90
points as compared to ,BSU's 134.45,
Seattle-Pacific's 133.45 and Montana's
122.55.
Although Boise State finished with a
season-high performance, it still- wasn't
enough to surpass Division -I powerhouse
USU.
Juanita Lynch won three of four events
to pace Utah' State, and won all-around
honors With a 36.65 accumulative core.
Martha Howard was the highest Bronco
finisher, placing fourth all-around and
third on the uneven bars.
Weber State is a slight favorite going into
the contest said BSU -head coach Mike
Young, but added that "Anything can
happen."
The Broncos sport four number-one
seeds going into .the tournament including
126 Scott Barrett, 167-pound Homer Lord,
. 177-pound- Kevin Wood and 19O-pound
Harold Wittman;
There are nine weight classes in the
tourney ranging from 118 to 190 pounds,
plus there is also a heavyweight class.
Although Boise State snows strength in
four particular weight classes, Young said
Weber State shows more depth in all weight
division, and that they should place
somebody in the top three in every weight
class.
"Whoever Wins," he said, "will score no
more than 10 points than the second place
finisher. "
Other teams cornpetingin the encounter
are Idaho State, Montana, Montana State
and Northern Arizona.
Two Big Sky schools not vying in the
tourney are the University of Idaho and
Nevada-Reno. ,
Idaho chose not to compete in wrestling
on a varsity level, but instead chose to stick
with their traditional swim team as their
. eight varsity sport. Nevada-Reno, mean-
while, just joined theBSC several years
ago, and will decide on their final required
eighth sport next year.
As for BSU, they have been competing in
the post-season conference finale since
572 Vista Av••
5 i .50 Pitchers
Minidome To Host
Track And Field Meet
The Boise State University track and should field strongchallenges.
field team will compete in the fourth annual BSU hasn't had too much competition so
Big Sky Conference Indoor Track and Field far this year, but times and distances have
Championships in Pocatello Feb. 26-27 in been up to par. '
thelSU Minidome. , ,.' Sophomore Jake Jacoby recently set a
The meet will get underway at 2pm on . school record in the high jump with a leap
Friday and 12pm Saturday. of 7-11/4, and should take theBSC title. -
The BSC will team with squads from the Other standouts on the team are Kenrick
Western Athletic Conference and the Camerud in the 400 and500 meter dashes,
women's Mountain West Conference for a Roy Givens in the 55 meter high hurdles,
three-way competition. Dave Kerby in the pole vault, Tony Bailey
Nevada-Reno is the defending league in the long jump and the two-mile and 1600
champion, but Idaho State and Boise State meter relay teams.
Gymnasts Sparkle; Await Regionals
Editors note: The News will offer
extensive coverage of the Regional
Championships in future issues. -. Kim Dtl.orenzo exhibits grace,style andfinesse asshe
____ --'- . competes on the balancebeam ina recentquadrangularmeet at
Stories by John Odziemek BroncoGym. Photo by BradKurtz.
* BlASS LAMP GIGGL.E' NIGHTS*
Wednesdays 6 Thursdays at Vista
9:00 till clo.
$3.00 Off Giant Pizzas
52.00 Off Med. Pi,zzas .$ i.OOpff Ind. Pizzas
Lite Deer Pool Tournament
8 Oall-Marchi,9,DaIlMarch2-* (0Il'344-654iOr Inqult. otDtoss,Lomp For D.tQU~
FILMS
·7 PM Friday & Sunday Ada Lounge
Feb. 26 & 28
The Red Balloon
1956, 34 min, Color.
Directed and written by Albert
Lamorisse.
A boy makes friends with a balloon,
"tames" it, and the balloon begins
to live a life of its own. It won an
Academy Award for its original
screenplay and 'has been' acclaimed
throughout the world as a wonderful
fantasy of childhood.
La Chienne
1931,100 min, B&W, French dialog
with English subtitles.
Directed by Jean Renoir.
It is the story ofa cashier, Legrand
who works in a hosiery business and
whose sole passion is the paintings
he does in his spare time. Unhappily
married to the widow of a
noncommissioned officer who dis-
appeared during the war, he meets aB
prostitute and' becomes tragically
involved with her.
$1.50. Students, $2.50 Non-Students, 10 Ticket Package:
$7.50· Student $12.50 Non-Student
(·Full-time BSU Student) .
First 5 people to show up receive a free pass good for one of this
spring's SPB film showings." ,
Drop your suggestions for movies for 1982-83 at the SUB Union
Station. '
First 2 people' receive one free complimentary pass each to be
used Spring of 1982. .-
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Scholarships
.'
Field coordinators Donna
Brazile andMaribeth Oakes are
presently traveling across the
country to assist women students
in. building .and maintaining
advocacy organizations. They'
met this goal by providing on-site
skills, assistance in areas such as
organization, planning, confer-
ence coordination, and fund-
raising.vBy the end.of the school '
year, the field coordinators .hope
to see the successful completion of
five regional or statewide confer-
ences, the development of
regional communication systems
and more women serving in
student government and state,
student association leadership
positions.
Student
'G' , , 'Phi· Be' , 't Brenda ,Jabs, JoAnn Knotts,. amma" '" a, Tracy Moran, Ralene Paulsen and
The DeIta Beta chapter of Diane Troyer. The, pledges
Gamma Phi Beta sorority cele- honored: 'Marque Adkins, Ellen
brated its twelfth year at Boise- Aschenbrener, Melissa Howarth,'
State on February IS. At the' "Jeanie Lee Lober, Bridget
banquet .. awards and recognition Mendiola, Kim Powell, Sylvia
was given to new initiates of fall Rios, Shannon' Smith, Tori
1981 and 10 current pledges. The Tompton, and Tonia Weltz.
new initiates are: Nikki Dagres,
Application forms for the
following scholarships 'are avail-
able in the Financial Aid Office
Administration Building, Room
117.
A $250 scholarship (fall scm) is
offered by Idaho Press Women
(Ann Adams Scholarship). Candi-
dates must be junior or senior
majoring in Communications
with overall 2.5 GPA and 3.0
Communications GP A. Proven
ability and interest in communica-
tions career. Have financial need.
Deadline to apply is February 28,
1982. Submit samples (nor more
than five) of work and 1-3 letters
or recommendation along with
your letter of application. Instruc-
tional sheet available in Room 117
of Administration Building;
A $1,000 scholarship is offered
by Delta Ddta Delta. Full-time
undergraduate women are eligible
to apply (no seniors) and will be
considered on basis of academic
:'cord, extracurricular activities
and community service, promise
of service to their chosen field and
having financial need. Local
winners will be entered in
National Competition." Deadline
to apply is March I, 1981. Submit
application, personal letter, two
letters of recommendation, offi-
cial grade, transcript, and picture
if possible, to: Mrs. Paul G.
Roach, Chairman, Delta Delta
Delta;' 14464 Boswell Blvd, Sun
City, AZ 85351.
A $1,()()();.$2,000 scholarship is
offered by NSNA Scholarship.
Undergraduate Nursing students
'Who are NSNA rnembers.Selec-
tion is based on financial need,
academic achievement, involve-
ment in NSNA projects and
activities. Deadline to apply is
March 1, 1982. Submit applica-
tion to: NSNA, 10 Columbus
Circle, New York, NY 10019.
An all necessary expenses
scholarship is offered by Rotary
Foundation Scholarship. Under-
graduate scholarships for study'
abroad during 1983-84. May
study in any field. Purpose is to
promote international under-
standing. Deadline to apply is
March I, 1982. See brochure in
Financial Aid Office for require-
ments. Application materials are
to be submitted to: Richard C.
Fields, P.O. Bose 829, Boise, Ida
83701. '
Mensa accepting applications
'for a $200-$1,000 scholarships.
No restrictions except to be
accepted into a post-secondary
education program for the year
following the award. Applicant
must write creative essay limited'
to no more than 500 words.
Deadline is February 25. Submit
application and essay to Mensa
Scholarship, c/o Sue D. Jorden,
8130 Boulder Drive, Boise, Id
83709 ...
Women In
Government
Women now outnumber their
male counterparts on college and
university campuses,' yet most
student organizations are still
governed by meri. Often, the
special concerns of women such as
low-cost childcare : and health
services, as well as freedom from
violence and sexual harassment,
are virtually ignored or considered
non-issues by male student
government and state student
association leaders. As a result,
the Women's Leadership Network
Project has emerged to provide
women students with the neces-
sary information and training so
that they can participate in college
and university decisionrnaking.
PUIYOUR DEGREE
TOWORK.
Whatever lour degree will be. the Navy can give you a management
position (i YOU qualify]. You'll get technical training and managerial
experience. The Navy offers managerial positions in the following areas:
, ELECTRONICS. EN,GINEERING
INVENTORY CONTROL/PURCliASING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION·
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS ' .
All you need is a minimum of a BS/BA degree (summer graduates
rnav inquire], be no more than 34 years old. be able to pass aptitude
and physical examinations and qualify for security clearance .
. !U.S. citizenship required I. Your benefits package includes 30 days'
'earned annual vacation, medical/dental/loll' cost life insurance
coverage plus other tax-free incentives. If vou're interested in gaining
managerial and technical responsibilities (ast. call the Xaval .
Management Programs Office at 800-547-6737 Toll Free
or send a letter to: NAVY OPPORTUNITIES, Rm 470,
4696 Overland Rd,Boise 10' 83705.
<.THe QueST Of THe SeCReT CITY. sweepSTAKes '
heres a city in Eur?pe-yoU could travel there fre~.
So unravel these nddles and . klY\J, uncover Its ....J' -
. S,wtal""p~_ __'___
Zip, _
,.':>, TO PLAY THE GAME:. .,
.' Answer each of the riddles that willappear here each
-: week In February. Write your answer in the blanks below
. . each riddle. The letters with numbers below them corres-
pond to the numbered spaces in the master key. As you
fillInthe lellers of the master key, you willbe spelling the.
name and location of-a secret city in Europe. Send us
the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free.
TOENTERSWEEPSTAKES: .
1.NOPURCHASENECESSARY.
,2. GrandPrizeconsistsoftwo regularround-tripeconomyairfares
to the secret city. 3O-dayEurallpasses, AmericanYouthHostel
passes. twobackpacksand $1000 Incash.
3. Cutoutmaster k\lYloruse as officialentryblankor use 3" x 5"
card. Printyouranswer alongwithyOurname and address. Mall .
to secret CitySweepstakes, P.O.Box6018, Norwalk.CT06B52.
4. The~rst 1.000 correct responsents willreceivea poster as an
entrYpnze.
5. Allentriesmustbe receivedby3115/82. Enteras oftenas you
wish,buteach entrymust bemailedseparately. -
6. Arandomdrawingof !!II correctentrieswillbe held3122JB211y
the HighlandGroup,an IndependentJudgingorganlzationwhose
decisionIsfinal. '
7. Sweepstakesvoidwhere prohibited,taxedor otherwiserestricted.
8. All potenlialwinnerSrnay be requiredtosign an affidavitofeli-
gibilitytoverifycompliancewith!be ruleswithin30 days of receipt '
ofsame. Fora listofprizewinners,send sett-acdressed, stamped
,envelopetosecret CitySweepstakes clo HighlandGroup,16
KnightSt..Norwalk,CT06851. ..
WHAfAM 11I
It.UOTkall day
and through the dark of night,
So strong
and yeqo frail when love does leaqJe,
When Istop,
Icause alarming fright, .
IsweU with pride
and cause a chest to heave.
2 14 11 10,6
(Answer to \%ek #3 Riddle:TEACHER)
-- .~- - "'~;-'- :;:--. .~ - ....,...--..,
GeNeRAL fOOOS®INTeRNATIONAL COffees
©GeneraJFoodsCorpOratJonl982. MAKe GOOD COMPAN~ ,
'_ ' ' , '.:." .•••'.:.< ., t.,.. ,
I-Jrish:Mocba:Mi~f .,
• 'lfltSH SJYU INStAHT COffEl 81VERAGI' ,1
~Avo~i1ob~/e.=..:...:...ot: -..;,.;,..lF1EBOQKsrDRL
tuiJBcise5tate'University " .
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feathers by briartbechtel Punch;:.-....,.~;=.:· CW#=. =-=-ihN------'-----:---'-11
~
OtstLA.TimeS~.
BE.cHTeL
", , , Oh, just some salesman trying to sell karate'.
books,"
Phoebe & the .PigeonPeOple .by [ayLynch & Gary Whitney Punch
~- I wAS JUST THIt-lt<,I~ .. ,W"!AT
IF 'Ji'E 1/OR4t../NUORITy APPt.lED
Pl<E5SURE ON 11,,5 MIJ5JCAt..
c GROUP CAU.ED DE'JO? .........,,£,~
The Real Puzzle" Parts car "C;::amehome thlsmomlng, found' my best galmessln' roun', Took out that twelve-gauge shotgun,
and done blown that woman down."
by Don Rubin
"Well, to tell you the truth,
we.don't know what it is. The
boys in the service depart-
ment have been working on it
for years. In fact, if you can
fill out this registration form
you can have it for nothing." "'"" ... £
STAGE
AGIHCY
The Real.Puzzle Prize
You could be a winner. The first three people to
bring the correct answers for this week's Real
'Puzzle to the SUB Union Station will win two free
tickets to a Student Programs Board's film
double feature. The SPB movies show each
Friday and Sunday at 7 pm, in the Ada Lounge.
The Real'Puzzle'" Solution
Cover up
b· ... e"'1
Dist LA. TimeS Synd.
"Remember, this is an important intervlew'--('U do
. " . the talking."
For' Rent: Furnished studio apartment $145.00'
includes all utilities: 1/2 block West of SUB.
384'0319. If no answer, Call Mr. McCormick
345-4360. " '
Step right up to reserve: your classified, ad in, the'
News. A dime a word,' sign up at theUnioti
Station in the SUB' fi'oITlSi30 am' to 4:30pm,
weekdays, ' ,
For Sale: 1973 VWCam~r;refrigerator. stove,
.sleeps 4 to 6. $3995. clllL376-8168 afternoons;'.
Ladies needed for photographic modeling. NO:
EXPERIENCE NECESS~RY; Various types of.
models needed. For'details'write-FREELANCIa "
" ..PHOTOS· POB 269~'IdBho Falls, Idaho 83401 ..;: '
, "66 Ply. Belvede r~Ilall'~ccessories$3~)();,~,.'.,
3,84-5644 afier5:30p;n:i:'", ,.
;Free light broWnwhiteldtten336-6889.·'
,,'.' • .' _. " '.0'4 .'. _:.", . " .
<'J\forons:reeorded:m:cSsBge:..BillVaun reeord$;:: :
'MtlSicWorks S;Capiiol'Slvc;{; , ",'('
-' - , -' - - - ':'.: .-.;.{~:-:~':-" ': -:-.",::. ' ]
d
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The University News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State,
University. Contributions
and advertising are solicited;
the editors reserve all rights,
" Offices are located on the
2nd floor of the SUB. Hours
8:)0 to 5:00Monday through
. Friday. 385-1464.
Get afullyear of The
UniverSity News for $6,
delivered to your door by an'
agent of the U.S.
Government to. boot. Allow ,
that agent two weeks to
deliver T.he University News,
1910 University Dr. Boise, ID
83725.
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Like LSD, carbon monoxide is colorless, odorless; -
andhard on 'your brain cells. This week the Boise '
Primer urges you.to drop in, t-one up, and drive out~ ,
Stop in atone of the following busInesses and t~ey!ll
test your car's carbon monoxide emission level to see if
it's polluting more than it should. If it is, there's no
obligation to make repairs oradjustments, but it'll help
clear the air if you do; If youpass, you can drive out
With a Care About Air window sticker.
Call first for an appointment, and remember.It's
free.
Boise
Gately V.W., 123 Auto Drive, 375-5852.
Sundance' Dodge, 222 Auto Drive, 377-5800.
Miller-Stephans Pontiac, 233 Auto Drive, 376-2300.
LylePearson Company, 350 Auto Drive, 377-3900.
Broadway Chevron, 1784 Broadway, 343-6875.
Tunex, 2069 Broadway~343-4297;' ,
Capital Lincoln Mercury, :':510 Fairview, 343-7981.
Stevens Auto, 2537 Fairview, 344-0453.
Larry Barnes Chevy, 2800 Fairview, 345-1700:
Molner Super Shell, 5006 Fairview, 376-0059.
Jim Paris Tire, 5606 Fairview, 376-1201.
Brown's Auto, 6206 Fairview, 375-8559.
Firestone, 6990·Fairview, 377-0160.
Al's Car Care, 8444 Fairview, 375-0940.
Tunex,9225 fairview, 377-4220. '
Fairview AUto (Imports only), 9775 Fairview,377-3982.
Auto Association, 2727 Fletc~er, 345~3888. '
Scharf Auto, 9222 Franklin, 376-3299. '
,Ertter's Auto, 1121Grove, 342-8981.
Oakley-Moody ,1375 Grove, 3434697. ,
European Motors, 30 S.Latah, 343-2521.
Intermountain Prop., 7549 Lemhi,3#8755.
Peterson Motors, 1201 Main, 3#2544.
Firestone, .1218Main, 343-2506.
Bob Rice ford, 3150 Main, 342,6811.
Motor Tire Service, 1404S. Orchard, 342-9308.
D.Dillon Olds, 2777 S. Orchard, 336-0640.
Lee's Auto, 4613 Overland, 344-8794.
Insta-Tune, 4924 Overland, 343-6228.
Vista Tire, 6481 Overland,37&:6563.
Walt's Tline& Lube, 7024 Overland, 376-4141.
Cedarwood Chevron, 7110 Overland, 376-1281,
Tunex,l202 State, 336-5315. '
Sears Auto, 1215 State, 345-6100.
Dale's Chevron, 2606 Vista, 345.,5620.
. (Continued next week ..)
Improve your memory
Order t~ismemo board now-beforevou forget!
,-
